
Lum & Abner Festival 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament Rules 
 

Late registration will be from 8:00-9:30 on June 4th. The tournament will begin at 10:00 that 

morning. 

Rules 
 

1. Games will have a time limit of 25 minutes from the first possession. 
 

2. Games will be played to 23 points using 2- and 3-point baskets. 

3. The ball must be checked to an opposing player after a made basket or after a dead ball. 

The offensive player must also receive the check behind the three-point line. 

4. On a missed basket, or turnover, the defense must have possession of the ball and have at 

least one foot behind the three-point line to become an offensive player. Failure to take the 

ball back behind the three-point line on a change of possession will be a turnover after the 

shot. 

5. The first possession will be decided by a coin flip. 

6. The alternating possession procedure will be in effect for any held ball after the first 

possession. 

7. Substitutions must be made during a dead ball. 

8. Each team will have one timeout per game (one minute in length). 

9. A player fouled in the act of shooting will shoot two or three (depending on where the foul 

occurred) free throws. After the free throws, the defense will have possession of the ball. 

10. Any technical or flagrant foul will result in two free throws and the ball. The offending 

player will also be ejected for the rest of that game. 

11. On the sixth team foul, the team that was fouled will shoot one-and-one free throw(s), 

unless the foul occurred during a shot. On the eighth team foul, the team that was fouled 

will shoot two free throws regardless of the foul that occurred. A game may end on a free 

throw. 

12. In the event of a tie at the end of regulation, a three-minute overtime period will be played. 

The alternating ball procedure will be used to determine which team will receive the first 

offensive possession. If the game is still tied after the first overtime period, sudden death 

will be used. The first offensive possession of sudden death will be determined by a coin 

flip. 

13. The NFHS rule book for high school basketball will govern any rules not explicitly addressed 

by this rule set. 


